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Notices
Customers are responsible for making their own independent assessment of the information in this
document. This document: (a) is for informational purposes only, (b) represents AWS current product
offerings and practices, which are subject to change without notice, and (c) does not create any
commitments or assurances from AWS and its affiliates, suppliers or licensors. AWS products or
services are provided “as is” without warranties, representations, or conditions of any kind, whether
express or implied. AWS’s responsibilities and liabilities to its customers are controlled by AWS
agreements, and this document is not part of, nor does it modify, any agreement between AWS and
its customers.

© 2020 Amazon Web Services, Inc. or its affiliates. All rights reserved.
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About this document
Migrating to Amazon MQ raises many questions for customers about assessment, planning,
architectural choices, and how to meet the many requirements of moving commercial messageoriented middleware to a new environment. Amazon MQ makes migration easy since it’s
compatible with popular APIs and protocols such as Java Message Service (JMS) and Advanced
Message Queuing Protocol (AMQP), enabling customers to migrate applications with minimal
code changes. This guide provides the best practices for:






Customers using JMS 1.1 compatible commercial brokers such as IBM MQ and TIBCO EMS,
and interested in migrating to managed message broker Amazon MQ
Amazon MQ Design Patterns and Best Practices to migrate standalone IBM MQ Queue
Manager(s) or TIBCO EMS Server(s) with a typical architecture configuration
Leveraging the AWS Cloud for high availability (HA)
Estimating and minimizing costs, while maximizing the value
Automating common administrative tasks
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Introduction
Cloud computing continues to disrupt the way businesses operate. In order to realize the benefits
of the cloud, many organizations have chosen to operate exclusively from the cloud, while others
have shifted towards a “cloud-first” approach to IT services. Most large enterprises, however, have
decades of IT investments that already work well on-premise and are hesitant to move them to
the cloud due to constraints and concerns around things such as data sensitivity, latency,
significant re-architecture costs, or fear of cloud vendor lock-in. In response to these concerns,
many Enterprises have adopted a hybrid cloud IT approach, enabling them to choose which
workloads, applications, and data that will reside in the cloud and which will remain on-premise.
A key consideration for IT architects and system integrators designing business systems with
multiple applications or services is the mechanism for having these independent applications
communicate with each other. In most Enterprises, these systems are designed with messaging
architectures. Messaging allows different software systems, written in different languages, on
different platforms, running in different locations to communicate and exchange information.
Messaging holds the parts of a distributed application together, while also adding resiliency and
enabling the implementation of highly-scalable architectures. Message-oriented middleware
(MOM) or message brokers are the backbones that integrate business-critical applications in many
industries like finance, retail, logistics, healthcare, telecommunication and many more to integrate
their systems like inventory management, payment systems, and CRM systems, etc. They are also
used to orchestrate order-processing workflows across multiple systems or to integrate modern
web applications with legacy back end applications.
Many businesses worldwide are using two kinds of message-oriented middleware or message
brokers, 1/ Commercial Brokers such as IBM MQ & TIBCO EMS, and 2/ Open-sourced brokers such
as Apache ActiveMQ & RabbitMQ. These businesses often discover some challenges in managing
these brokers. They have to deploy and manage their brokers that present a heavy operational
load and often come with burdensome and expensive license agreements. In many cases, porting
these message-oriented middleware solutions to the cloud is difficult to do and hard to architect
for high availability and durability. Critical business applications usually depend on this messaging
software, so any extended downtime leads to a severe business impact. With Amazon MQ,
companies can retire the infrastructure for their message-oriented middleware and free up the
teams that manage it to focus on their core business.
Amazon MQ is a managed messaging service that hosts message-oriented middleware on AWS
and lets you get started in minutes. Amazon MQ provides cost-efficient and scalable capacity,
while managing time-consuming administration tasks, and eliminates operational overhead.
Amazon MQ gives direct access to ActiveMQ console and it is compatible with industry-standard
messaging APIs and protocols, including JMS, NMS, AMQP, STOMP, MQTT, and WebSocket, and
enables developers and architects to connect to other systems and applications without rewriting
6
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code.
Amazon MQ enables enterprises with premise-based IT systems to move to the cloud without the
need to invest in re-architecting their entire system – customers may leverage Amazon MQ to
connect new cloud-native applications to their on-premise systems or to migrate one or more
existing applications to the cloud while maintaining interoperability with back end systems and
standards compliance.
Amazon MQ makes it easy to move your messaging applications to a managed solution in the
cloud and free your organization of the operational burden of managing the infrastructure.
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Starting Your Migration Journey
Migration Approaches
When starting your journey for migrating your message-oriented-middleware to the cloud, you
must first decide how to approach migration. One approach is to re-architect your platform to
maximize the benefits of the cloud. The other approach is known as lift and shift, is to take your
existing architecture and complete a straight migration to the cloud. A final option is a hybrid
approach, where you blend a lift and shift with re-architecture. Choosing an approach is not always
straightforward as there are advantages and disadvantages to both approaches.
A lift and shift approach is usually simpler with less ambiguity and risk. Additionally, this approach
is better when you are working against tight deadlines, such as a data center lease expiring.
However, the disadvantage is that customers may still be left with the burden of managing their
services, even after they are moved to cloud infrastructure.
A re-architecture unlocks many advantages, including the optimization of costs and efficiencies.
With re-architecture, you move to the latest and greatest software, have better integration with
native cloud tools, and lower operational burden by leveraging native cloud products and services.
For a general resource on deciding which approach is ideal for your workflow, see An E-Book of
Cloud Best Practices for Your Enterprise, which outlines the best practices for performing
migrations to the cloud at a higher level.

Rehost
The Rehost (lift and shift) approach is the ideal way of moving workloads from on-premises to the
cloud when time is critical and ambiguity is high. Lift and shift is the process of moving your existing
applications from one infrastructure to another. The benefits of this approach are:





A fewer number of changes. Since the goal is to move applications to environments that
are similar to the existing environment, changes are limited to only those required to make
the application work on the cloud.
Less risk because fewer changes reduce the unknowns and unexpected work.
Shorter time to market because a fewer number of changes reduces the amount of training
needed by engineers.

Replatform
The replatform strategy involves moving applications almost as-is, but replacing some components
to take advantage of the cloud. Here you might make a few cloud (or other) optimizations in order
to achieve some tangible benefit, but you aren’t otherwise changing the core architecture of the
application. You may be looking to reduce the amount of time you spend managing your messageoriented middleware by migrating to a fully managed platform like Amazon MQ. Later in the
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document, we talk about the replatforming strategy for a typical use case where you can migrate
from IBM MQ or TIBCO EMS to Amazon MQ.

Re-Architect/Refactor
Re-Architecting is ideal when you want to maximize the benefits of moving to the cloud. Rearchitecting requires research, planning, experimentation, education, implementation, and
deployment. These efforts cost resources and time but generally provide the greatest rate of
return as reduced hardware and storage costs, operational maintenance, and most flexibility to
meet future business needs. In many cases, it involves breaking up the application into
independent services and transitioning to a microservices architecture.
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Getting Started with Migration
Key considerations for your message broker
Migrating your messaging workloads from on-premises to the cloud involves careful decision
making. The below checklist will help you evaluate your current applications with key
considerations and prepare you with the appropriate configuration to make the most of Amazon
MQ.


Messaging Protocols: Evaluate the messaging protocols used in your current broker
application. Refer below the key messaging protocols for your evaluation:
Protocols and API Options
Openwire
AMQP
STOMP
MQTT
WebSocket
JMS (API)
NMS (API)
Rendezvous (RV)
Amazon MQ: Amazon MQ supports industry-standard APIs such as JMS and NMS, and
protocols such as AMQP, STOMP, MQTT, and WebSocket without rewriting application
code.



Message Persistence: Messaging is a critical aspect of application integration systems. One
of the common desired aspects of a messaging system is no loss of messages. Refer below
the key durability options for your evaluation:
Durability Options
Persistence Mode
Sync point control
Amazon MQ: In the active/standby configuration, Amazon MQ uses shared storage for
brokers that is replicated across multiple AZs. Amazon MQ provides message persistence
with an optional time to live for messages. To ensure the durability of your messages, check
out how Amazon MQ stores them on redundant shared storage.



Network: Depending upon your current applications, users and their interoperability, there
are many network configuration options. Refer below the key network options for your
evaluation:
Network Options
10
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Public access
VPN
VPC
Amazon MQ: If you require a hybrid architecture where you want to connect your onprem systems with cloud, we recommend using the Amazon MQ with public access
(outside VPC). If you need a hybrid architecture, you need to also evaluate the AWS VPN
access or direct connect. If your applications are primarily within the AWS cloud, we
recommend using the Amazon MQ within the private cloud (within VPC). If you are
connected across multiple VPCs, you might need to do VPC peering.


High Availability: High availability of your messaging system ensures that your applications
are receiving the messages without any downtime. Refer below the key high availability
options for your evaluation:
High Availability Options
Active-Standby
Active-Active
Multi-Site
Multi-Region
A network of Active-Standby Brokers across AZs
Amazon MQ: Amazon MQ supports durability-optimized brokers backed by Amazon
Elastic File System (Amazon EFS) to support high availability and message durability.
Amazon MQ provides multiple options for you to configure the high availability of your
broker. You can create a single-instance broker (comprised of one broker in one Availability
Zone), or an active/standby broker for high availability (comprised of two brokers in two
different Availability Zones). For either broker type, Amazon MQ automatically provisions
infrastructure for high durability. Durability-optimized message brokers store messages
redundantly across multiple Availability Zones (AZs), and active-standby brokers
automatically failover to a standby instance if a broker or AZ fails, so you can continue
sending and receiving messages.
You can also achieve high availability through Network of brokers. Creating a network of
brokers allows you to increase your aggregate throughput and maximum producer and
consumer connection count by adding broker instances.



Scalability: It’s important to have your message-oriented middleware scale to
accommodate the high number of connections, higher throughput, and performance,
resulting from the growth in your applications. Refer below the key scalability options for
your evaluation:
Scalability Options
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Horizontal scaling
Vertical scaling
Both horizontal and vertical scaling
When you’re choosing between horizontal scaling and vertical scaling, you also have to
consider what kind of applications you are using and what is at stake when you scale up
versus scale out. With horizontal scaling, you don’t get caught in a resource deficit. Instead
of taking your broker offline while you’re scaling up to a better one, horizontal scaling lets
you keep your existing pool of computing resources online while adding more to what you
already have. When your app is scaled horizontally, you have the benefit of elasticity.
Amazon MQ: Amazon MQ provides flexibility for you to scale your broker either vertically
or horizontally. You can vertically scale the broker instance from mq.t2.micro (1vCPU &
1GiB) to mq.m5.4xlarge (16vCPU & 64GiB). To horizontally scale your broker, you can use
the Network of Brokers with active-standby across AZs or regions.


Latency: Low latency in your message broker leads to a more efficient holistic application
and a better user experience. Low latency is important for applications in which messaging
speed is critical, such as in financial or trading transactions, or sports scoring. Refer below
the key latency options for your evaluation:
Latency Options
Milliseconds
Less than a second
More than a second
Amazon MQ: Amazon MQ offers low latency messaging, often as low as single-digit
milliseconds. By using an always-on connection between the broker and the application,
Amazon MQ reduces the time between the publishing of a message and consumption by
a receiver.



Queue/Topic Optimizations: There are many ways you can set up your queues and topics
to send messages to your applications. Refer below the key options for your evaluation:
Queue and Topic Options
FIFO
At-least once
At-most once
Exactly once
Durable queues and topics
Amazon MQ: If you have a requirement for processing messages in FIFO order, Amazon
MQ by default delivers messages in FIFO for an exclusive consumer. This can be scaled
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using Message Groups. Topics in Amazon MQ use the Pub/Sub pattern they can be durable
or non-durable. In addition, Amazon MQ also supports Virtual Destinations (publishers
broadcast messages via a topic to a pool of receivers subscribing through queues), which
is the recommended method instead of durable topics. There are several optimization
settings available in Amazon MQ to improve the performance of an application.


Messaging Patterns: Evaluate your current messaging patterns and how your brokers are
connected. There are many ways you can set up your broker topology. Refer below key
topology options for your evaluation:
Topology Options
Point to Point
Request-Response
Hub and Spoke
Mesh
Enterprise Service Bus
Amazon MQ: Learn how to set up the Amazon MQ broker architecture by choosing your
desired configuration and messaging patterns. Making changes to a configuration revision
or an ActiveMQ user does not apply the changes immediately. To apply your changes, you
must wait for the next maintenance window or reboot the broker. For more information,
see Amazon MQ Broker Configuration Lifecycle.



Performance and Throughput: It is important to evaluate your throughput and
performance requirements and configure the appropriate broker size for your needs. The
performance and throughput depend upon various factors and also impact the latency of
message processing. Scaling the broker vertically or horizontally helps with improving the
overall performance and throughput of the broker. Refer below the key factors that impact
throughput and performance.
Performance and Throughput Factors
Message Size
Protocol
Number of Producers and Consumers
Slow Consumers
Message Persistence
As the message throughput of a messaging system depends on the above factors, a larger
broker instance type might not necessarily improve system throughput.
Amazon MQ: Amazon MQ supports creating throughput-optimized message brokers
backed by Amazon Elastic Block Store (EBS), perfect for use cases that require high
throughput such as high volume order processing, stock trading, text processing and many
13
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more. You can measure the throughput of your Amazon MQ broker using the JMS
Benchmark. To instruct Amazon MQ to optimize for queues with slow consumers, set the
concurrentStoreAndDispatchQueues attribute to false. For example, the below table
provides the throughput of mq.m5.2xlarge broker as a reference for multiple
configurations including message size, producers and consumers.
Broker
PersistentMessages
Client
CSAD
Protocol
Message Size
1KB
5KB
10KB
50KB
100KB

mq.m5.2xlarge
TRUE
m5.xlarge
TRUE
Openwire
Metrics
TPS
CPU%
TPS
CPU%
TPS
CPU%
TPS
CPU%
TPS
CPU%

Producers/Consumers
25
50
100
200
2,250
4,300
8,467
16,334
8%
15%
27%
58%
2,067
3,834
7,150
14,516
10%
17%
30%
63%
1,900
3,467
7,083
11,334
15%
24%
48%
80%
1,592
2,917
4,500
4,917
30%
52%
83%
92%
1,250
2,184
2,513
2,770
42%
72%
85%
92%

Table 1: Highlighted TPS and CPU% for mq.m5.2xlarge broker with respective broker configuration and
Openwire protocol. Note that the performance numbers can vary depending upon multiple configuration
parameters. For more details about performance and throughput with other brokers, please refer the
Appendix A.



Authentication and Permissions: Make sure your broker is secure enough with appropriate
authentications and permissions. Refer below the key access control options for your
evaluation.
Authentication Options
Fine-grained access control at broker administration
LDAP based authentication and authorization
Certificate-based authentication and authorization
Fine-grained access control of Topics & Queues
Fine-grained access control of client connection
Amazon MQ: With Amazon MQ, you control who can create and modify brokers and who
can send messages to and receive messages from an ActiveMQ broker. Amazon MQ
encrypts messages at rest and in transit using encryption keys that it manages and stores
securely.
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Limits: Determine the number of configurational options for your broker. Refer below the
factors for your evaluation.
Limits Options
Client connection limits
Network Bandwidth limits (for cross-region
communication)
Monitoring Metrics
Amazon MQ: Each Amazon MQ broker can support 1000 connections (100 for

mq.t2.micro brokers) by default but can be extended. It is recommended to use pooled
connections which helps in sharing the number of connections and improve the overall
performance. Many of the broker limits can be changed for specific AWS accounts if
needed for a use case. To request an increase for a limit, see AWS Service Limits in the
Amazon Web Services General Reference.


Configuration: Set up the right configuration parameters of your message broker. Refer
below the factors for your evaluation.
Configuration Options
Web Browser, CLI or File
Destination policies
Plugins
Amazon MQ: With Amazon MQ, you can configure many aspects of your ActiveMQ

broker, such as predefined destinations, destination policies, authorization policies, and
plugins. Amazon MQ controls some of these configuration elements, such as network
transports and storage, simplifying the maintenance and administration of your messaging
system in the cloud.
Amazon MQ provides all the standard JMS features including point-to-point (message queues),
publish-subscribe (topics), request/reply, persistent and non-persistent modes, JMS transactions,
and distributed (XA) transactions. Amazon MQ also supports more complex patterns such as
composite destinations (producers can send the same message to multiple destinations, useful for
real-time analytics) and virtual destinations (publishers broadcast messages via a topic to a pool
of receivers subscribing through queues).

Amazon MQ Supported Plugins
A plugin in Amazon MQ is a software module that adds a specific feature to the Amazon MQ
broker. Amazon MQ supports the following plugins:


authorizationPlugin: Allows you to control access at the granularity level of destinations or
of individual messages.
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discardingDLQBrokerPlugin: provides you fine-grained options to discard your dead letter
queue.
redeliveryPlugin: enables you to replace the regular DLQ handling with redelivery via a
resend to the original destination after a delay.
forcePersistencyModeBrokerPlugin: allows you to force every incoming message to be
PERSISTENT or NON-PERSISTENT. Useful, if you have set the broker usage policy to process
ONLY persistent or ONLY non-persistent messages.
statisticsBrokerPlugin: enables you to retrieve statistics from the broker or its destinations.
timeStampingBrokerPlugin: allows you to update a JMS Client's timestamp on the message
with a broker timestamp. It is useful when the clocks on client machines are known to not
be correct and you can only trust the time set on the broker machines.
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IBM MQ Queue Manager to Amazon MQ Migration
IBM MQ and Amazon MQ Terminologies
The below table provides some of the common concepts of IBM MQ and how they relate to
Amazon MQ.
IBM MQ
Component
Standard
Queue
Manager
Gateway
Queue
Manager

Local Queues

Amazon MQ

Description
Standard Queue Manager is
similar to a broker but one
server can have multiple IBM
MQ Queue Managers
A gateway Queue Manager is
used to balance the workload. It
does the routing of traffic across
multiple IBM MQ Queue
Managers.
A local queue is a definition of
both a queue and the set of
messages that are associated
with the queue. The IBM MQ
Queue Manager that hosts the
queue receives messages in its
local queues. Local queues
support several IBM MQ specific
properties like put, get inhibits,
etc.

Component

Description

Broker

Broker in Amazon MQ is
equivalent to IBM MQ
Queue Manager.

Network of
Brokers

Amazon MQ provides
Network of Brokers to
route the traffic to
multiple brokers.

Queues

This is equivalent to
queues in Amazon MQ.

Remote
Queues

Remote queues are used to
refer to a queue which
physically exists on a different
IBM MQ Queue Manager, but
connectivity is established using
channels (Sender Channel &
Receiver Channel)

Network of
Brokers

Alias Queues

Alias queues are used to give a
different name to a different
physical queue. It allows setting
different security settings to the
same physical queue.

Composite
and Virtual
Destinations
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This is achieved using a
Network of Brokers. A
network of Brokers
connects to each other
on a Network Connector.
It also allows across AZ
and across region
connections.
Composite Destinations
and Virtual destinations
provide the same
functionality in the
Amazon MQ world. You
can achieve this by
making a minor change

Amazon Web Services

in a broker configuration
file.

Model Queues

Acts as a template for a queue
definition.

Destination
Policy

Transmission
Queues

Used for remote queue
connectivity

Network of
Brokers

Topics

Pub-Sub destination
Basic construct through which
direct connectivity established
from a remote application client
to the MQ server. Admins can
create multiple connection
channels to enforce different
policies. A default server
connection channel is created
for each IBM MQ Queue
Manager. It also allows the
monitoring of connections from
remote clients.
Client connection channel in
IBM MQ allows a connection
mode where a config file (a.k.a
client connection definition
table (CCDT)) is kept on the
client application side which
specifies options around
connecting to an IBM MQ
Queue Manager. Usually, legacy
applications prior to JMS were
written using this mechanism.

Topics

Server
connection
channel

Client
Connection
Channel

Channel level
Firewall

Channel level Firewall is used to
blacklist/whitelist IP address,
protocols
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This can be achieved
using Destination Policies
in the broker
configuration file
A network of Brokers
provides equivalent
configuration using
Network Connector
Topics in Amazon MQ

Transport
Connector

Transport Connector
provides the details for
the connection point for
producers and
consumers to connect to
a broker.

Transport
Connector

Transport Connector
provides the details for
the connection point for
producers and
consumers to connect to
a broker.

With Amazon MQ, use
the Security Group at the
Security Group broker level and use
NACL at the subnet level
to create a firewall.

Amazon Web Services

Error Logs

Listener

Each IBM MQ Queue Manager
has a configuration around
transaction logs. It's similar to
database logs. It has a size and
policy (circular/linear). Any time
there is a shared JMS
transaction, the state is written
in a log file for rollback or
commit.
A listener is an IBM MQ process
that listens for connections to
the IBM MQ Queue Manager.

IBM MQ provides out of box
connectivity to LDAP and groupLDAP
based access to QM, queues,
Authentication topics, etc. It also supports finegrained access control at queue
and topic levels.

Message
channel agent
(MCA)

Channel exit
programs

Queue
Manager
Group

It is used to enforce an alternate
level of security. The default is
at the server connection
channel level.
Channel exit programs are
programs that are called at
defined places in the processing
sequence of a Message channel
agent (MCA). Users and vendors
can write their own channel exit
programs. Some are supplied by
IBM.
Queue Manager Group is used
to support a cluster of IBM MQ
Queue Managers. It is based on
providing a high availability but
providing a set of IBM MQ
Queue Manager for
connectivity.
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CloudWatch logs are
integrated with Amazon
MQ.

Amazon MQ is a
managed broker and acts
as a listener by itself.
Simple authentication is
available with Amazon
MQ. Fine-grained access
is only available at the
IAM & LDAP
broker user level. FineAuthentication Grained Access Control
at queue and topic level
with access options to
Get/Put/Stop/Start/ for a
user.
Broker
Instance

Not Applicable Not Applicable

Plugins

Limited Plugins
supported. Refer to the
supported plugins
section.

Network of
Brokers

Using Network of
Brokers and each broker
with Active-Standby
configuration

Amazon Web Services

Sender /
Receiver
Channels

A message channel, which is a
unidirectional communications
link between two IBM MQ
Queue Managers. WebSphere
MQ uses message channels to
transfer messages between the
IBM MQ Queue Managers. To
send messages in both
directions, you must define a
channel for each direction.

Network
Connector

Amazon MQ has
Network Connector
which is a duplex
communication channel
between 2 brokers.

IBM MQ Typical Architecture
Option One: IBM MQ HA Topology running on AWS
The below diagram shows a typical architecture of IBM MQ connections between two IBM MQ
Queue Managers in an HA cluster as we have seen with many enterprises. IBM MQ Queue
Manager QM_ORANGE is deployed in the us-east-1 region and QM_APPLE is deployed in the useast-2 region.

Fig 1: IBM MQ Source Architecture

For application App1..N to communicate with App2..N:
1. App1 uses a communications channel to transmit messages to QM_ORANGE to place messages
on Remote Q1
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2. Messages from several such Queues (though not shown in the diagram), are pooled into a
transmission Queue QM_APPLE
3. Sender channels read messages from the transmission queue, communicate with a receiver
channel to place messages on Local Q1 on IBM MQ Queue Manager QM_APPLE which are then
consumed by App2.

Option Two: IBM MQ HA/DR Topology running on-prem

MQ Cluster
 Two separate Queue Managers
 Messages routed via cluster channels and queueing
 If one Queue Manager fails, messages are routed to the other Queue Manager
Server Cluster
 Single Queue Manager
 Three separate IP Addresses
21
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Applications connect to the Server Cluster IP Address
If failure is detected, the SAN flips to point to the secondary server
 Failover is seamless to users
 Channel connections do not have to be changed

Multi-Instance Queue Manager
 Single Queue Manager
 Identical queues on both servers
 Two separate IP Addresses
 If failure is detected, Queue Manager is activated on second server
 Manual effort
 Channel connections have to be changed
Disaster Recovery
 Data is replicated real-time to a separate server in a different location
 In case of disaster, manual effort is required to begin processing on DR server
 Channel connections must be changed

Amazon MQ Architecture
In contrast to IBM MQ, Amazon MQ provides a variety of options, including instance size, single
instance, single instance mesh, active/standby instance or active/standby mesh. Note that in this
section we are replicating the above options of IBM MQ architecture with Amazon MQ by keeping
the same configuration, however, there are many other ways you can replicate your architecture
with Amazon MQ depending upon your availability, scalability and performance requirements. In
order to configure Amazon MQ across two regions, the client would need to choose two
active/standby brokers and connect them linearly as shown below.
It’s important to highlight that Amazon MQ manages the work involved in setting up an ActiveMQ
message broker, from provisioning the infrastructure capacity (server instances and storage) you
request to installing the broker software. Once your broker is up and running, Amazon MQ
automates common administrative tasks such as patching the ActiveMQ software that powers
your broker. As shown in this example of migration from different architecture options, Amazon
MQ provides you complete simplicity and flexibility to configure your architecture. Note that if you
wish to use a single region, you can simply configure Amazon MQ in one region with
Active/Standby mode. You can build the configuration that best fits your use case and do the
performance tuning to optimize your broker for your application’s use case.
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Fig 2: Amazon MQ Architecture

For App1 to communicate with App2,
1. Client applications would use a transport connector and put messages onto a Queue or
publish to a Topic.
2. Brokers connect to each other over a network connector either in one direction or both
directions in case of a request-reply messaging required.
3. Queues can be created upfront and users need to be managed in AWS Console upfront.
Note:







Transmit queue in IBM MQ is a local queue except it is used to forward messages to remote
IBM MQ Queue Manager through sender-receiver channel pair. In Amazon MQ, it is not
required. Once 2 brokers are connected using network connectors, all of the queues/topics
and their data are shared among those brokers.
Remote queue in IBM MQ is local impression of remote queue available at remote IBM
MQ Queue Manager. For external applications, there is no difference between local or
remote queue. In Amazon MQ, there is no remote queue mechanism and it’s not required.
Sender or receiver channels in IBM MQ are used as network paths to connect 2 IBM MQ
Queue Managers. In Amazon MQ, that is being done using network connectors.
Currently, Amazon MQ supports JMS 1.1 only. Applications written for JMS 2.0 can be
migrated to Amazon MQ using the Qpid JMS library that uses AMQP instead of the default,
higher-performing Openwire protocol. For more details, refer to the Amazon MQ
workshop.
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Steps to re-platform
Use the below steps to re-platform above IBM MQ setup to equivalent Amazon MQ without
impacting App1 and App2.
1. Create an active/standby broker in us-east-1 and another in us-east-2 named as AMQ_ORANGE
and AMQ_APPLE
2. Create a network bridge between 2 brokers by adding network connector definition to one of
the queues and make it a duplex.
<networkConnectors>
<networkConnector duplex="true" name="connector_AMQ_ORANGE_to_AMQ_APPLE"
uri="masterslave:(ssl://b-d63bcc4d-682b-40a2-8227-31386bcf1e3d-1.mq.us-east2.amazonaws.com:61617,ssl://b-d63bcc4d-682b-40a2-8227-31386bcf1e3d-2.mq.us-east2.amazonaws.com:61617)"userName="amqadmin"/>
</networkConnectors>

After the reboot of AMQ_ORANGE, there should be Network Bridge created between both brokers
as shown below:

Fig 3: Network Bridge in AMQ_Orange
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Fig 4: Network Bridge in AMQ_Apple

3. Step 1 & 2 can be created using the AWS CloudFormation template.
4. Log in to IBM MQ Queue Manager Host and export the queues/topics definitions using the
below commands.
In QM_ORANGE, get the export of queues and topics from IBM MQ using below command
sudo dmpmqcfg -m QM_ORANGE -t queue -o 1line | grep -v "SYSTEM" | grep -v "AUTHREC" | grep -v
"*" | gawk -F: '{ print $1 }‘

Sample output is:
DEFINE QREMOTE('Q1') RQMNAME('QM_APPLE') RNAME('Q1') XMITQ('QM_APPLE') REPLACE
DEFINE QLOCAL('Q2') DISTL(NO) MAXDEPTH(5000) REPLACE
DEFINE QLOCAL('QM_APPLE') GET(DISABLED) MAXDEPTH(5000) USAGE(XMITQ) REPLACE

Q1 is the link to remote queue,
QM_APPLE is the transmit queue,
Q2 is the local queue.
We only need local queue Q2 for amazon MQ setup which can be defined in the broker
configuration file as - <queue physicalName="Q2"/>
Q1 is a local queue on QM_APPLE and Q2 is a local queue in QM_ORANGE. Create accordingly in
AMQ_APPLE and AMQ_ORANGE.
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<destinations>
<queue physicalName="localQ1"/>
</destinations>

Similarly, get the export from QM_APPLE.
5. Manually create a dead letter queue strategy in the AMQ configuration file.
The default Dead Letter Queue in ActiveMQ is called ActiveMQ.DLQ; all un-deliverable messages
will get sent to this queue and this can be difficult to manage. So, you can set an
individualDeadLetterStrategy in the destination policy map of the activemq.xml configuration file,
which allows you to specify a specific dead letter queue prefix for a given queue or topic. You can
apply this strategy using a wild card if you like so that all queues get their own dead-letter queue,
as is shown in the example below.
<broker>
<destinationPolicy>
<policyMap>
<policyEntries>
<!-- Set the following policy on all queues using the '>' wildcard -->
<policyEntry queue=">">
<deadLetterStrategy>
<!-Use the prefix 'DLQ.' for the destination name, and make
the DLQ a queue rather than a topic
-->
<individualDeadLetterStrategy queuePrefix="DLQ." useQueueForQueueMessages="true"/>
</deadLetterStrategy>
</policyEntry>
</policyEntries>
</policyMap>
</destinationPolicy>
</broker>

Expiration on Dead letter queue
By default, ActiveMQ will never expire messages sent to the DLQ. However, from ActiveMQ 5.12
the deadLetterStrategy supports an expiration attribute whose value is given in milliseconds.
<destinationPolicy>
6.<policyMap>
Create local queue Q1 on AMQ_ORANGE and Q2 on AMQ_APPLE
<policyEntries>
<policyEntry queue="QueueWhereItIsOkToExpireDLQEntries">
<deadLetterStrategy>
<.... expiration="300000"/>
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</policyEntry>
</policyEntries>
</policyMap>
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Fig 5: Local Queue Q1 on AMQ_ORANGE

Fig 6: Local Queue Q2 on AMQ_APPLE

Testing and Validation
After you have established a process for migrating from your commercial IBM MQ broker to
Amazon MQ, ensuring that your application integration workflows remain intact becomes
increasingly important. This section covers the steps to test your Amazon MQ broker, but the
approaches covered here may not be exhaustive. For more details, please see the Amazon MQ
Documentation.
1.

Subscribe to Q1 on AMQ_APPLE and subscribe to Q2 on AMQ_ORANGE. Using Network
Bridge it’ll create queue replica on both sides. For external apps subscribers, it’ll be just
like subscribing to local queues.
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Fig 7: AMQ_ORANGE with consumers in us-east-1

Fig 8: AMQ_APPLE with consumers in us-east-2

2. Now, both queues are available to both AMQ brokers and producers can send messages
to any broker and subscribers can receive messages from any broker.
3. For JMS 1.1 compliant app, change the endpoint URL to Active MQ failover URL.
Note: For a phased migration approach from IBM MQ to Amazon MQ, refer to this blog.
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TIBCO EMS Server to Amazon MQ Migration
TIBCO EMS and Amazon MQ Terminologies
The below table provides some of the common concepts of TIBCO EMS and how they relate to
Amazon MQ.
TIBCO EMS
Component

Amazon MQ

Description

Component

EMS Server

TIBCO EMS Server is a message
broker that supports standardsbased Java Message Service
(JMS) 1.1 and 2.0. It also
supports TIBCO proprietary
messaging formats FTL,
Rendezvous, and SmartSockets.

Broker

Static
Destination

Configuration information for
static destinations is stored in
configuration files for the EMS
server

Startup
Destination

Dynamic
Destination

Dynamic Destination is created
as required by the client
application and exists as long as
there are messages or
consumers on the destination

Destination

Temporary
Destination

Temporary Destination is used
for reply messages in
request/reply interactions.

Temporary
Destination

Queue

A queue is a mode to provide
point to point messaging
channel from producers to
consumers

Queue
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Description
Broker in Amazon MQ is
equivalent to TIBCO EMS
Server. It provides
support for industrystandard APIs such as
JMS and NMS, and
protocols such as AMQP,
STOMP, MQTT, and
WebSocket
Amazon MQ lets you
create destinations when
the broker is started by
configuring Startup
Destinations.
In Amazon MQ the
default behavior is
destination is created
automatically when they
are used. Delete Inactive
Destinations feature
gives the capability to
match the behavior of
Dynamic Destinations in
TIBCO EMS.
Temporary Destination is
used for reply messages
in request/reply
interactions.
Similar to that of TIBCO
EMS, Amazon MQ’s
Queue is a mode to
provide point to point
messaging channel from
producers to consumers

Amazon Web Services

Route

Routed Queue

Topic

Global Topic

Destination
Bridges

TIBCO EMS servers have to
enable and configure routing to
route messages to one or more
servers. Route forwards
messages between
corresponding global
destinations.
A Routed Queue has to be
configured on another EMS
server for messages to be
forwarded to or from a Queue.
Queue messages can travel only
one hop to the home queue,
and one hop from the home
queue.
Topics implement publish and
subscribe. It is equivalent to
topics in Amazon MQ.
A Global Topic has to be
configured on another EMS
server for messages to be
forwarded to or from a Topic. In
a multi-hop zone, Topic
messages are forwarded to all
servers connected by routers
within the zone. In a one-hop
zone, topic messages travel only
one hop.

Network
Connector

A network of Brokers
connects to each other
on a Network Connector.
It also allows across AZ
and across region
connections.

Network of
Brokers

This is achieved using a
Network of Brokers.
Amazon MQ provides a
richer feature set to
work with destination
behavior in Network of
Brokers.

Topics

It is equivalent to a topic
in TIBCO EMS

Network of
Brokers

This is achieved using a
Network of Brokers.
Amazon MQ provides a
richer feature set to
work with destination
behavior in Network of
Brokers.

This allows all messages
delivered to one destination to
also be delivered to the bridged Virtual Topics
destination. It is most commonly / Composite
used to create durability of
Destinations
messages published on a topic
using the topic to queue bridge.

EMS server writes persistent
messages to disk and provides
file-based and database stores.
Message Store
For file-based stores, you have
to truncate the files periodically
to relinquish disk space.
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Topic to queue bridge
like functionality can be
achieved using Virtual
Topics in Amazon MQ.
Other bridges can be
migrated using
Composite Destinations
in Amazon MQ.
Amazon MQ also
supports message
persistence. Amazon MQ
is a managed service and
the overall storage is
fully managed by AWS.
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TIBCO EMS Typical Cross Region Architecture
The below diagram shows a typical architecture of TIBCO EMS routing between two TIBCO EMS
Servers in different regions as we have seen with many enterprises. TIBCO EMS Server
EMS_ORANGE is deployed in the us-east-1 region and EMS_APPLE is deployed in the us-east-2
region.

Fig 9: TIBCO EMS Servers Architecture

For application App1 to communicate with App2,
o
o
o

App1 uses a Topic destination Topic1 on server EMS_ORANGE to publish messages.
Published messages are transmitted to a Topic Topic1 on server EMS_APPLE using
the configured route.
On EMS_APPLE a bridge is configured to move messages from Topic Topic1 to
Queue Queue1 which are then consumed by App2.

TIBCO EMS Typical High Availability Architecture
In this architecture, High availability is provided by configuring a pair of servers Primary and
Secondary. There are a couple of high availability setups known as Shared and Unshared. The
Shared state setup is the most widely used setup in organizations.
Shared State: The pair of messaging servers are going to be sharing the state by shared file-based
storage. The primary servers get the lock on the shared storage and become active and accept the
client connections, the secondary server will be in passive mode. The primary and secondary
server each will be having a heartbeat pings between them to know the status. In the case of the
failover scenario, the secondary server will assume the state of the Primary server and acquire the
lock on the shared state. The following picture depicts this setup
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Clients
Primary
Server
Client-1

Lock

Shared
Client-2

State

Secondary
Server

Limitations in high availability setup:
● Not able to use more than 2 servers
● Sharing the state is only by a common shared state storage, no replication between
servers.

Amazon MQ Architecture
In this section, we are replicating the above options of TIBCO EMS architecture with Amazon MQ
by keeping the same configuration, however, there are many other ways you can replicate your
architecture with Amazon MQ depending upon your high availability, scalability and performance
requirements. In order to configure Amazon MQ across two regions, the client would need to
choose two active/standby brokers and connect them linearly as shown below. Note that if you
prefer to use a single region, you can simply configure Amazon MQ in one region with
Active/Standby mode.
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Fig 10: Amazon MQ Architecture

For App1 to communicate with App2,
Client applications would use a transport connector and put messages onto a Queue or
publish to a Topic.
2. Brokers connect to each other over a network connector either in one direction or both
directions in case of a request-reply messaging required.
3. Queues can be created upfront and users need to be managed in AWS Console upfront.
1.

Note:








Global Topic with the same name has to be created on other EMS Servers for forwarding
messages to the Topic on those EMS Servers. In Amazon MQ, it is not required. Once 2
brokers are connected using network connectors, all of the queues/topics and their data
are shared among those brokers.
Routed Queue in TIBCO EMS has a reference to the home queue’s server name Queue2
on EMS_APPLE has to referenced as Queue2@EMS_APPLE on EMS_ORANGE server. This
means App1 has to know the Queue implementation. In Amazon MQ, the routed queue is
not required.
Bridge from Topic to Queue can be used in TIBCO EMS architecture to avoid the naming
issue with routed queues and have multi-hop capability between EMS servers using a
Topic. In Amazon MQ, queue names are consistent and all topic/queue messages are
shared among a network of brokers.
Currently, Amazon MQ supports JMS 1.1 only. Applications written for JMS 2.0 can be
migrated to Amazon MQ using the Qpid JMS library that uses AMQP instead of the default,
higher-performing Openwire protocol.

Steps to re-platform
With reference to the above TIBCO architecture in Fig 9, use the below steps to re-platform above
TIBCO EMS setup to equivalent Amazon MQ without impacting App1 and App2. Static Destinations
in the TIBCO EMS server are configured in the queue.conf and topic.conf files. These can be
migrated to Amazon MQ by adding them to <destinations> </destinations> section in the broker
configuration file.
1. Create an active/standby broker in us-east-1 and another in us-east-2 named as
AMQ_ORANGE and AMQ_APPLE
2. Create a network bridge between 2 brokers by adding network connector definition to one
of the queues and make it a duplex.
<networkConnectors>
<networkConnector duplex="true" name="connector_AMQ_ORANGE_to_AMQ_APPLE"
uri="masterslave:(ssl://b-d63bcc4d-682b-40a2-8227-31386bcf1e3d-1.mq.us-east2.amazonaws.com:61617ssl://b-d63bcc4d-682b-40a2-8227-31386bcf1e3d-2.mq.us-east2.amazonaws.com:61617)"userName="amqadmin"\/>
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After the reboot of AMQ_ORANGE, there should be Network Bridge created between both brokers
as shown below:

Fig 11: Amazon MQ Network Bridge

3. Step 1 & 2 can be created using the AWS CloudFormation template.
4. Get the list of static destinations from TIBCO EMS server from config file queues.conf and
topics.conf or by using the following tibemsadmin commands:
show queues * static
show topics * static

Update Amazon MQ broker AMQ_ORANGE configuration file to add startup destinations
<destinations>
<queue physicalName="FOO.BAR"/>
<topic physicalName="SOME.TOPIC"/>
</destinations>

5. Destination properties for TIBCO EMS can be found in queues.conf and topics.conf files.
Per Destination level Policy can be set in Amazon MQ using the destinationPolicy section
in the configuration file.
6. Get the list of TIBCO EMS Bridges from bridges.conf
Bridge from source topic NOTIFY.FOOBAR to target queue FOO and BAR are shown as
[topic:NOTIFY.FOOBAR]
queue=FOO
queue=BAR

Update Amazon MQ broker AMQ_ORANGE configuration file to add Composite Destinations that
match TIBCO EMS bridges
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<destinationInterceptors>
<virtualDestinationInterceptor>
<virtualDestinations>
<compositeTopic name="NOTIFY.FOOBAR" forwardOnly="false">
<forwardTo>
<queue physicalName="FOO" />
<queue physicalName="BAR" />
</forwardTo>
</compositeQueue>
</virtualDestinations>
</virtualDestinationInterceptor>
</destinationInterceptors>

Note: Simple Topic to Queue bridges are needed in TIBCO EMS to support m-hop routing. In
Amazon MQ this is not needed and queues can be used directly with the Network of Brokers.

Testing and Validation
With TIBCO EMS, we used Topic to Queue Bridge to forward messages to other EMS servers. In Amazon
MQ App1 would send the messages directly to Q1 as messages on the queue are forwarded in the Network
of Brokers.
In TIBCO EMS App2 send messages to Q2 and these were forwarded to Q2@EMS_APPLE. In Amazon MQ
the queue name Q2 would be the same on both message brokers simplifying the configuration of App1.

Fig 12: AMQ_ORANGE with consumers in us-east-1
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Fig 13: AMQ_APPLE with consumers in us-east-2

Commercial Brokers to Amazon MQ Migration Sample
Projects (Optional)
If you are interested in the phased migration approach to perform an incremental and low-risk
migration from your on-premise IBM MQ to Amazon MQ on the cloud, we recommend using a
JMS proxy implementation such as Camel. For example, refer to the JMS Bridge Sample project,
which provides an architecture that allows you to bridge from your existing on-premises
messaging broker to Amazon MQ.
Alternatively, you can use the enterprise integration patterns to learn how to use Apache Camel
and Amazon MQ to implement common integration patterns for routing, message transformation,
and integration with other AWS services. You will also learn how to scale Apache Camel using
Amazon Elastic Kubernetes Service (Amazon EKS) and apply the learnings to migrate from IBM MQ
or TIBCO EMS to Amazon MQ.
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Amazon MQ Features to help you get started
Amazon MQ Network of Brokers
Amazon MQ supports ActiveMQ's network of brokers feature. A network of brokers is comprised
of multiple simultaneously active single-instance brokers or active/standby brokers. You can
configure networks of brokers in a variety of topologies (for example, concentrator, hub-andspokes, tree, or mesh), depending on your application's needs, such as high availability and
scalability. Amazon MQ uses a transport connector to communicate with message producers and
consumers and uses a network connector to facilitate broker to broker communication.

Why Network of Brokers?
Amazon MQ message broker is a core component of messaging infrastructure in an enterprise. To
meet and exceed the varying capacity needs of enterprise messaging systems, it needs to be highly
available and dynamically scalable to facilitate communication between dynamic heterogeneous
distributed applications. Amazon MQ provides that very well by being able to create a network of
brokers to share the load. Furthermore, many times applications running across geographically
distributed data centers need to coordinate messages. Running message producers and
consumers across geographic regions/data centers can be architected better using a network of
brokers. Moreover, the following are some additional benefits of using a network of brokers:





Creating a network of brokers allows you to increase your aggregate throughput and
maximum producer and consumer connection count by adding broker instances.
You can ensure better availability by allowing your producers and consumers to be aware
of multiple active broker instances. This allows them to reconnect to a new instance if the
one they're currently connected to becomes unavailable.
Because producers and consumers can reconnect to another node in the network of
brokers immediately, and because there's no need to wait for a standby broker instance
to become promoted, client reconnection within a network of brokers is faster than for an
active/standby broker for high availability.

How Does a Network of Brokers Work?
Amazon MQ supports the ActiveMQ network of brokers feature in a number of ways. First, you
can edit the parameters within each broker's configuration to create a network of brokers, just as
you would with native ActiveMQ. Second, Amazon MQ has sample blueprints that use AWS
CloudFormation to automate the creation of a network of brokers. You can deploy these sample
blueprints directly from the Amazon MQ console, or you can edit the related AWS CloudFormation
templates to create your own topologies and configurations.
A network of brokers is established by connecting one broker to another using network
connectors. Once connected, these brokers provide message forwarding. For instance, if Broker1
establishes a network connector to Broker2, messages on Broker1 are forwarded to Broker2 if
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there is a consumer on that broker for the queue or topic. If the network connector is configured
as a duplex, messages are also forwarded from Broker2 to Broker1. Network connectors are
configured in the broker configuration. See, Configuration. For instance, here is an example
networkConnector entry in a broker configuration:

<networkConnectors>
<networkConnector name="connector_1_to_2" userName="myCommonUser" duplex="true"
uri="static:(ssl://b-1234a5b6-78cd-901e-2fgh-3i45j6k178l9-1.mq.us-east-2.amazonaws.com:61617)"/>
</networkConnectors>

A network of brokers ensures that messages flow from one broker instance to another, forwarding
messages only to the broker instances that have corresponding consumers. For the benefit of
broker instances adjacent to each other within the network, ActiveMQ sends messages to advisory
topics about producers and consumers connecting to and disconnecting from the network. When
a broker instance receives information about a producer that consumes from a particular
destination, the broker instance begins to forward messages. For more information, see Advisory
Topics in the ActiveMQ documentation.
For a tutorial and detailed configuration information, see the Amazon MQ Network of Brokers.

Enable Logging with Amazon MQ
Amazon MQ and Amazon CloudWatch are integrated so you can use CloudWatch to view and
analyze metrics for your ActiveMQ broker and the broker's destinations (queues and topics). You
can view and analyze your Amazon MQ metrics from the CloudWatch console, the AWS CLI, or the
CloudWatch CLI. CloudWatch metrics for Amazon MQ are automatically polled from the broker
and then pushed to CloudWatch every minute.
Once you migrate from IBM MQ Queue Manager or TIBCO EMS Servers, you can start with
monitoring the following metrics:








CpuUtilization
CurrentConnectionsCount
TotalMessageCount
NetworkIn
NetworkOut
EnqueueCount
DequeueCount
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Amazon MQ supports many more metrics for a complete broker, queue and topic monitoring. The
below table shows the list of metrics supported by Amazon MQ:
Metric
Broker Metrics
CpuCreditBalance

Unit

Description

Credits (vCPUminutes)

Note: This metric is
available only for
the mq.t2.micro broker
instance type.
CPU credit metrics are
available only at fiveminute intervals.
The number of earned CPU credits
that an instance has accrued since it
was launched or started (including
the number of launch credits). The
credit balance is available for the
broker instance to spend on bursts
beyond the baseline CPU utilization.
Credits are accrued in the credit
balance after they're earned and
removed from the credit balance
after they're spent. The credit
balance has a maximum limit. Once
the limit is reached, any newly
earned credits are discarded.

CpuUtilization

Percent

CurrentConnectionsCount

Count

EstablishedConnectionsCount

Count

InactiveDurableTopicSubscribersCount Count
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The percentage of allocated EC2
compute units that the broker
currently uses.
The current number of active
connections on the current broker.
The total number of connections,
active and inactive, that have been
established on the broker.
The number of inactive durable topic
subscribers, up to a maximum of
2000.
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JournalFilesForFastRecovery

Count

JournalFilesForFullRecovery

Count

HeapUsage

Percent

NetworkIn

Bytes

NetworkOut

Bytes

OpenTransactionCount

Count

StorePercentUsage

Percent

TotalConsumerCount

Count

TotalMessageCount

Count

TotalProducerCount

Count

Destination (Queue and Topic) Metrics
ConsumerCount

Count

EnqueueCount

Count

EnqueueTime

Time
(milliseconds)

ExpiredCount

Count

DispatchCount

Count

DequeueCount

Count
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The number of journal files that will
be replayed after a clean shutdown.
The number of journal files that will
be replayed after an unclean
shutdown.
The percentage of the ActiveMQ JVM
memory limit that the broker
currently uses.
The volume of incoming traffic for
the broker.
The volume of outgoing traffic for the
broker.
The total number of transactions in
progress.
The percent used by the storage
limit. If this reaches 100 the broker
will refuse messages.
The number of message consumers
subscribed to destinations on the
current broker.
The number of messages stored on
the broker.
The number of message producers
active on destinations on the current
broker.
The
number
of
consumers
subscribed to the destination.
The number of messages sent to the
destination, per minute.
The end-to-end latency from when a
message arrives at a broker until it is
delivered to a consumer.
The number of messages that
couldn't be delivered because they
expired, per minute.
The number of messages sent to
consumers, per minute.
The
number
of
messages
acknowledged by consumers, per
minute.
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InFlightCount

Count

ReceiveCount

Count

MemoryUsage

Percent

ProducerCount

Count

QueueSize

Count

The number of messages sent to
consumers that have not been
acknowledged.
The number of messages that have
been received from the remote
broker for a duplex network
connector.
The percentage of the memory limit
that the destination currently uses.
The number of producers for the
destination.
The number of messages in the
queue.
Important

TotalEnqueueCount

Count

TotalDequeueCount

Count

This metric applies only to queues.
The total number of messages that
have been sent to the broker.
The total number of messages that
have been consumed by clients.

Note
TotalEnqueueCount and TotalDequeueCount metrics include messages for advisory topics. Please
see the ActiveMQ documentation for additional information regarding advisory messages.
Dimensions for Broker and Destination (Queue and Topic) Metrics
Dimension

Description

Broker

The name of the broker.
Note
A single-instance broker has the suffix -1. An active-standby broker
for high availability has the suffixes -1 and -2 for its redundant pair.

Topic or Queue
NetworkConnector

The name of the topic or queue.
The name of the network connector.

For information about accessing Amazon MQ CloudWatch metrics, see Accessing CloudWatch
Metrics for Amazon MQ.
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Moreover, you can configure CloudWatch alarms to receive notifications of broker reboots or
troubleshoot broker configuration errors. For more information about CloudWatch Logs, see the
Amazon CloudWatch Logs User Guide.

Authentication and Authorization
Authentication from applications to the ActiveMQ broker is provided using a username and
password-based authentication. In addition, Amazon MQ supports policies based on tags. You can
manage access to Amazon MQ resources that include a particular tag. To authorize ActiveMQ
users and groups to works with queues and topics, you can edit your broker's configuration.
Amazon MQ uses ActiveMQ's Simple Authentication Plugin to restrict reading and writing to
destinations. For more information and examples, see Always Configure an Authorization Map and
authorizationEntry.

Security and Encryption
Connections to the broker use SSL, and access can be restricted to a private endpoint within your
Amazon VPC, which allows you to isolate your broker in your own virtual network. You can
configure security groups to control network access to your broker. For more information, see the
design patterns that can improve the security of your Amazon MQ broker.
Amazon MQ provides encryption of your messages at rest and in transit. Amazon MQ encryption
at rest provides enhanced security by encrypting your data using encryption keys stored in the
AWS Key Management Service (KMS). This service helps reduce the operational burden and
complexity involved in protecting sensitive data. With encryption at rest, you can build securitysensitive applications that meet encryption compliance and regulatory requirements. For
additional security, we highly recommend designing your application to use client-side encryption.
For more information, see the AWS Encryption SDK Developer Guide.

Performance Optimization
A common performance consideration for customers deploying a message broker in a production
environment is the throughput of the system, measured as messages per second. This is important
to know so that application environments (hosts, threads, memory, etc.) can be configured
correctly. The throughput of Amazon MQ is largely dependent on the use case. For example, if you
have non-critical workloads such as gathering click events for a non-business-critical portal, you
can use ActiveMQ in a non-persistent mode and get extremely high throughput with Amazon MQ.
On the other hand, if you have a critical workload where durability is extremely important
(meaning that you can’t lose a message), then you are bound by the I/O capacity of your underlying
persistence store. We recommend using mq.m5.large for the best results. The mq.t2.micro
instance type is intended for product evaluation. For performance benchmarks, please refer to
Appendix A.
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Your messaging application’s performance also depends on broker configurations for high
availability, durability and disaster recovery. There are different broker configurations for different
use cases. If you use your application for high availability, we recommend using either
Active/Standby broker or Network of Brokers. Since the broker performance depends on each and
every use case, we recommend measuring the throughput for Amazon MQ using the JMS
Benchmark.

Cost Estimation and TCO
With Amazon MQ, you only pay for the provisioned capacity that you use per month. The cost is
based on the broker instance type, the amount of data you store in the broker, and the AWS
Region in which you launch your broker. Amazon MQ also offers a Free Tier, which includes up to
750 hours of a single-instance mq.t2.micro broker per month, and up to 1GB of storage per month
for one year. Note for data transferred in and out of Amazon MQ, you will pay standard AWS data
transfer charges. You can use the AWS pricing calculator or Amazon MQ pricing page to estimate
your broker costs.
As AWS helps you reduce Total Cost of Ownership (TCO) by reducing the need to invest in large
capital expenditures and providing a pay-as-you-go model, you can use the TCO calculator to
estimate the cost savings when using managed service such as Amazon MQ. Use this calculator to
compare the cost of your applications in an on-premises or traditional hosting environment to
AWS.
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Additional Resources
For additional information, see these resources:
o
o
o
o
o
o

Video Intro to Amazon MQ >>
Getting Started with Amazon MQ >>
Create a Connected Message Broker >>
Benefits of Amazon MQ >>
Frequently Asked Questions >>
Amazon MQ Customer Testimonials >>

Documentation
o
o
o
o
o

Amazon MQ Features >>
Configuring an Amazon MQ Broker >>
Amazon MQ Network of Brokers >>
Amazon MQ Broker Architecture >>
Migrating to Amazon MQ >>

Other Helpful Links
o
o
o
o
o
o

Amazon MQ Blogs >>
Amazon MQ Video Sessions >>
Amazon MQ Tutorials >>
Amazon MQ Forums >>
ActiveMQ Documentation >>
ActiveMQ Forums >>

Contributors
Contributors to this document include:





Vikas Panghal, Sr. Product Manager, AWS
Amit Bajaj, Sr. Partner Solution Architect – Migration, AWS
Mithun Mallick, Messaging Specialist Solution Architect, AWS
Sam Andaluri, Messaging Specialist Solution Architect, AWS
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Appendix A – Amazon MQ Performance and Throughput
Benchmarks
The message throughput of a broker instance type depends on your application's use case and
factors such as the use of ActiveMQ in persistent mode or transaction mode, message size, the
number of producers and consumers and the number of destinations. Depending on your use
case, a larger broker instance type might not necessarily improve system throughput. The
performance could also be dependent upon the type of protocols used, such as Openwire which
is a binary protocol and thus offers higher throughput than text-based protocols such as STOMP
and MQTT. In the below section, we highlight the Amazon MQ brokers’ performance and
throughput for each broker instance size that helps you to decide which broker might be
appropriate for your use cases and message load.

Amazon MQ Broker Instance: mq.m5.large
Broker
PersistentMessages
Client
CSAD
Protocol
Message Size
1KB
5KB
10KB
50KB
100KB

mq.m5.large
TRUE
m5.xlarge
TRUE
Openwire
Metrics
TPS
CPU%
TPS
CPU%
TPS
CPU%
TPS
CPU%
TPS
CPU%

Producers/Consumers
25
50
100
1,750
3,417
5,767
25%
45%
75%
1,633
3,083
4,467
28%
49%
75%
1,700
2,467
3,367
47%
68%
90%
1,050
1,250
1,316
82%
95%
99%
700
716
741
95%
98%
100%

200
6,916
92%
5,333
92%
3,334
99%
1,300
100%
738
100%

Table 2: Highlighted TPS and CPU% for mq.m5.large broker with respective broker configuration and Openwire
protocol with CSAD true.
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Broker
PersistentMessages
Client
CSAD
Protocol
Message Size
1KB
5KB
10KB
50KB
100KB

mq.m5.large
TRUE
m5.xlarge
FALSE
Openwire
Metrics
TPS
CPU%
TPS
CPU%
TPS
CPU%
TPS
CPU%
TPS
CPU%

Producers/Consumers
25
50
100
907
1,463
2,217
26%
27%
43%
770
1,170
1,328
18%
33%
32%
675
793
790
23%
33%
33%
190
190
173
19%
23%
21%
97
98
93
18%
22%
22%

200
2,400
50%
1,263
32%
705
29%
148
16%
82
20%

Table 3: Highlighted TPS and CPU% for mq.m5.large broker with respective broker configuration and Openwire
protocol with CSAD false.

Amazon MQ Broker Instance: mq.m5.xlarge
Broker

mq.m5.xlarge

PersistentMessages
Client
CSAD
Protocol
Message Size

TRUE
m5.xlarge
TRUE
Openwire
Metrics
TPS
CPU%
TPS
CPU%
TPS
CPU%
TPS
CPU%
TPS
CPU%

1KB
5KB
10KB
50KB
100KB

Producers/Consumers
25
50
100
200
1,916
3,834
7,332
11,667
16%
27%
48%
78%
1,967
3,584
6,234
9,250
18%
30%
50%
80%
1,867
3,534
5,700
6,500
27%
49%
77%
93%
1,500
2,300
2,550
2,600
58%
85%
95%
98%
1,134
1,367
1,442
1,243
74%
93%
98%
98%

Table 4: Highlighted TPS and CPU% for mq.m5.xlarge broker with respective broker configuration and Openwire
protocol with CSAD true.
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Broker

mq.m5.xlarge

PersistentMessages
Client
CSAD
Protocol
Message Size

TRUE
m5.xlarge
FALSE
Openwire
Metrics
TPS
CPU%
TPS
CPU%
TPS
CPU%
TPS
CPU%
TPS
CPU%

1KB
5KB
10KB
50KB
100KB

Producers/Consumers
25
50
100
887
1,562
2,467
14%
18%
19%
805
1,275
1,300
13%
13%
13%
692
807
776
13%
20%
13%
183
190
178
10%
10%
13%
99
97
92
9%
9%
12%

200
2,470
20%
1,157
12%
722
13%
134
13%
76
9%

Table 5: Highlighted TPS and CPU% for mq.m5.xlarge broker with respective broker configuration and Openwire
protocol with CSAD false.

Amazon MQ Broker Instance: mq.m5.2xlarge
Broker
PersistentMessages
Client
CSAD
Protocol
Message Size
1KB
5KB
10KB
50KB
100KB

mq.m5.2xlarge
TRUE
m5.xlarge
TRUE
Openwire
Metrics
TPS
CPU%
TPS
CPU%
TPS
CPU%
TPS
CPU%
TPS
CPU%

Producers/Consumers
25
50
100
200
2,250
4,300
8,467
16,334
8%
15%
27%
58%
2,067
3,834
7,150
14,516
10%
17%
30%
63%
1,900
3,467
7,083
11,334
15%
24%
48%
80%
1,592
2,917
4,500
4,917
30%
52%
83%
92%
1,250
2,184
2,513
2,770
42%
72%
85%
92%

Table 6: Highlighted TPS and CPU% for mq.m5.2xlarge broker with respective broker configuration and Openwire
protocol with CSAD true.
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Broker
PersistentMessages
Client
CSAD
Protocol
Message Size
1KB
5KB
10KB
50KB
100KB

mq.m5.2xlarge
TRUE
m5.xlarge
FALSE
Openwire
Metrics
TPS
CPU%
TPS
CPU%
TPS
CPU%
TPS
CPU%
TPS
CPU%

Producers/Consumers
25
50
100
952
1,683
2,800
7%
9%
15%
768
1,230
1,288
6%
9%
9%
685
787
753
7%
8%
8%
190
192
164
5%
5%
5%
98
96
90
4%
4%
4%

200
2,734
16%
1,150
9%
680
7%
120
4%
80
4%

Table 7: Highlighted TPS and CPU% for mq.m5.2xlarge broker with respective broker configuration and Openwire
protocol with CSAD false.

Amazon MQ Broker Instance: mq.m5.4xlarge
Broker

mq.m5.4xlarge

PersistentMessages
Client
CSAD
Protocol
Message Size

TRUE
m5.xlarge
TRUE
Openwire
Metrics
TPS
CPU%
TPS
CPU%
TPS
CPU%
TPS
CPU%
TPS
CPU%

1KB
5KB
10KB
50KB
100KB

Producers/Consumers
25
50
100
200
2,234
4,167
8,167
16,167
4%
7%
15%
30%
1,934
3,834
7,334
16,667
4%
17%
16%
38%
1,900
3,700
7,534
15,833
7%
14%
26%
57%
1,750
3,267
5,667
7,834
16%
29%
55%
70%
1,517
2,417
4,250
4,334
23%
30%
68%
69%

Table 8: Highlighted TPS and CPU% for mq.m5.4xlarge broker with respective broker configuration and Openwire
protocol with CSAD true.
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Broker

mq.m5.4xlarge

PersistentMessages
Client
CSAD
Protocol
Message Size

TRUE
m5.xlarge
FALSE
Openwire
Metrics
TPS
CPU%
TPS
CPU%
TPS
CPU%
TPS
CPU%
TPS
CPU%

1KB
5KB
10KB
50KB
100KB

Producers/Consumers
25
50
100
922
1,617
2,400
3%
5%
7%
797
1,258
1,257
3%
4%
4%
658
795
778
3%
4%
4%
193
193
170
3%
2%
3%
100
98
91
2%
3%
2%

200
2,584
8%
1,295
4%
703
4%
131
3%
87
2%

Table 9: Highlighted TPS and CPU% for mq.m5.4xlarge broker with respective broker configuration and Openwire
protocol with CSAD false.
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